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Remember that in the speaking task you need to comment on the pictures relating them to the topic and to do that you may need to describe what you see or to speculate about it. I say where people and things are in the picture in the top, bottom, right, left hand corner, on the left hand side, on the right, left at the top, bottom, at the rear. On this page you will find example speaking tests to help you prepare for the speaking part of the Cambridge C2 Proficiency exam. The speaking section is divided into three parts and involves both speaking alone and speaking with another candidate. Cambridge C2 Proficiency CPE speaking test one security jobs, CAE speaking consists of 4 parts and lasts for 15 minutes. The exam is usually administered in pairs meaning that you will have a speaking partner a test taker just like you. You are assessed by two CAE representatives one interviewer and one observer. There are four speaking assessment criteria each making up to 25%. Continue reading CAE speaking, how to succeed in the CAE exam speaking paper possible answer. Two I like speaking and vocabulary but I find grammar difficult. You have one minute to answer two questions about some pictures and then to answer a short question about your partners. Revise phrasal verbs collocations and word formations for the CAE use of English part 3 task. Revise vocabulary for the CAE Cambridge English Advanced Exam. Toggle navigation. Flo Joe, useful phrases for speaking FCE CAE CPE. Drukuj poleca 88. All pictures are interesting but gives a stronger idea of it. It’s difficult to tell from a photograph but this picture could have been taken in. I might be wrong but I’d say that this picture, practise IELTS vocabulary for the speaking exam. Each lesson presents topic vocabulary in the context of answers to part 1 part 2 and part 3 questions and tasks, vocabulary to improve your writing and speaking in the CAE exam. One of the things which you will be evaluated on in the writing and speaking parts of Cambridge Advanced Exam is your use of English vocabulary to get a higher mark in these parts. You need to use a variety of words and phrases, vocabulary used in CAE exams need a CAE to go to university in an English speaking country however in the CAE exam the vocabulary will be more advanced and the content of the texts or audio recordings will be less general and more specialised. Academic in nature e.g. the work life of a zookeeper the impact of the Internet on society, the Cambridge English Advanced Exam has been revised and the updated exam will start being used for exam sessions in January 2015. See what happens in each part of the exam read more at http://students gt cae result gt cae result gt words and phrases speaking words and phrases words and phrases a unit by unit glossary of the key vocabulary from the units with definitions and examples an alphabetical wordlist exercises to practise the vocabulary. Key vocabulary, useful vocabulary for CAE speaking part 1 I am speaking English for my own satisfaction. My job in order to improve my employment prospects if you want to go ahead these days you need to have a good command of English. I always loved the sea, the environment.
extra speaking a have a conversation as natural as possible with a partner about the topic use the
pictures above and the questions below to help you ready for cae 47 ready for cae u01 24 ready for
cae u02 29 ready for cae u03 21 ready for cae u04 18 vocabulary sb 205 vocabulary wb 1 will 1 wish
9, access cambridge cae speaking sample test 1 here to help you prepare and succeed in the
Cambridge cae exam your success starts at greenwich english college, www cambridge org, cisl is
proud to have taught intensive cambridge fce and cae exam preparation classes for the last 25 years
and is equally proud to be a Cambridge testing centre would you like some Cambridge fce and cae
speaking part ii vocabulary and tips read on for some of our expertise cambridge fce and cae
speaking part ii, the speaking paper is one of the four parts in regular Cambridge English exams in this
article i will outline the four different parts of the speaking paper for Cambridge English advanced C1
cae and you will find a video and sample materials for each of these four parts, while i have covered
a general overview of fce's speaking test and speaking part 1 i have not dealt with parts 2 3 and 4 yet
therefore to continue with this important part of Cambridge English first fce we will now see what
candidates are asked to do during fce's speaking paper part 2, 62 cae handbook paper 5 speaking
sample paper paper 5 speaking parts 3 and 4 and this is my colleague interlocutor good morning
afternoon evening my name is first you will each have the same set of pictures to look at they show
people making different kinds of visits hand over the same set of pictures to each candidate, cae
speaking test part 4 part 4 takes the topic from part 3 and extends it while cae speaking test part 3 is
quite structured you have more freedom in part 4 you can answer questions in a more natural way
like you would in everyday conversation however there are some strategies to keep in mind and the
questions can be quite challenging, the aim of this quick activity is to add some fun and challenge to
the speaking part 2 comparing the photos of fce and cae exams students choose useful expressions to
use in this activity and are able to see how much they already know continue reading , exam part 2
tip 1 in the exam the examiner will give one of the candidates two pictures the first thing they will
ask the candidate to do is to show the pictures to the other candidate this means that everyone has
seen the pictures and it is therefore perfectly acceptable to say this picture , in some speaking exams
you have to talk about photos or pictures the video and tips below will help you to do really well in
this type of speaking exam describe a photo or picture learnenglish teens british council, start
studying fce amp cae speaking useful expressions learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards
games and other study tools, ielts holiday vocabulary you probably know the meaning of individual
words like flight tour and view however the key to showcasing your advanced English is to show you
are able to use these individual words in combination with other words to form set phrases and
expressions, advanced vocabulary for cae my personal vocabulary list needed for Cambridge advanced
exam preparation welcome to memrise join millions of people who are already learning for free on
memrise its fast its fun and its bogglingly effective, speaking2 cae speaking test part 2 in part
two of the Cambridge English advanced speaking test you are given a piece of paper with 3 photos on
the photos are almost always about people you have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a
minute then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures, do you know
the vocabulary that you need for part 3 of the cae or fce speaking module overview of cae and fce
speaking part 3 you and a partner will be given a piece of paper and a task such as deciding which
item is most important on a list of items you will speak for 3 minutes in the cae exam and 2 minutes
in the fce exam, part 2 of the cae speaking test lasts about 4 minutes six minutes for groups of three
candidates a is passed a set of pictures and has to speak about the pictures without interruption either
from the examiner or their partner when candidate a has finished the examiner asks candidate b to
answer a brief question about the pictures, cae speaking phrases here is a phrase list for the cae
speaking exam there are also some speech bubble powerpoints to drill the language in class click on
each phrase to make it disappear drill all the phrases repeatedly taking one out each time until the
class can repeat all 5 expressions by heart, how to give a better cae part 2 speaking performance
some tips and suggestions for cae candidates in order to do this section of the cae test here are your
pictures they show photographers in different situations tip 1 use relevant and clear vocabulary for
your chosen photographs identify what you think they are and where they, learn about the cae speaking exam parts 1 and 2 you can see what happens in parts 1 2 of the cae speaking test and how to improve your cae speaking score this also allows you to use some more impressive vocabulary the goal in this section is to compare two pictures and to speculate about the people in them you have a minute to, cambridge english advanced speaking sample test with examiners comments this document will help you familiarise yourself with the speaking test for cambridge english advanced also known as certificate in advanced english cae it accompanies this video where you can see dario from switzerland and jackie from italy take a speaking, cae speaking test part 2 in part two of the cambridge english advanced speaking test you are given a piece of paper with 3 photos on the photos are almost always about people you have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures next the, practice for their cae speaking exam part 2 paying special attention to speculating about the images i prepared this activity for my cae students to help them with part 2 of the speaking exam so called long turn where they are supposed to compare pictures express their opinion and speculate students practice the language of speculating through working with slightly more, start studying cae speaking part 2 learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools, cae speaking assessment is your vocabulary up to scratch today we ll turn our attention to vocabulary resource the cae handbook explains vocabulary resource as follows this refers to the candidate s ability to use a range of vocabulary to meet task requirements at cae level the tasks require candidates to speculate and exchange views, get the highest grade possible in your cae speaking exam cae speaking success is wonderful for those who have decided to take cae exam it will make your studying interesting and productive i am happy to find the course have the topic vocabulary to respond confidently to the interlocutor s questions, cae speaking exam free example questions c1 writing writing an essay for task 1 of the cae exam word patterns and collocations free pdf exercises c1 writing how to write a letter email for task 2 of the cae 110 expressions for key word transformations for the fce b2 and cae c1, cambridge english advanced cae speaking about the exam the examiner gives you some pictures and a task to do you have to talk with the other candidate and make a decision lexical resource have you used a range of vocabulary discourse management have you participated effectively in the conversations and discussions, cae speaking part 2 teachers notes cae part 2 pictures cae speaking part 2 student handout 1 audio files teachers notes first attempt choose a set of part 2 pictures from your text book put students in pairs and have them record themselves comparing two of the pictures for a minute give students no guidance as to the language they, paper 5 speaking general description paper format the cae speaking test is designed to offer candidates the they should be encouraged to react to pictures and diagrams etc rather than merely describe them using speculative or hypothetical language whenever possible, how to develop your ideas in part one of the cae speaking exam how to prepare for part one so that you can use a better range of english vocabulary how to compare and speculate in part two, cae speaking part 2 long turn teachers notes description in this activity students familiarise themselves with the format and instructions for part 2 of the cae speaking test they can then practise doing a part 2 task time required, ielts speaking vocabulary here you can find ielts speaking vocabulary for different topics you can face on ielts speaking test each word or phrase is followed by an example of its usage learn this advanced vocabulary and use it to gain more points on ielts speaking you will enrich your english with uncommon lexical items idioms and useful grammar, fce speaking part 2 comparing pictures barcelona zoo 2009 giant in an unexpected sleeping position 2012 both pictures show animals the animals in the pictures belong to the same species full of new vocabulary and grammar you deserve a huge bravo for writing the comment and for including wonderful ideas in it, answer keys reading passage 1 questions 1 13 its raining cats and since the ancient times people marvelled at the fact that cats always manage to land on all four paws no matter the height they fall from it took scientists a considerable amount of research to explain this phenomenon only with the advancement of continue reading ielts reading practice test 11 printable, cambridge english advanced cae speaking examiners use a more detailed version of the following
assessments scale extracted from the overall speaking scales on page 42 c1 grammatical resource lexical resource discourse management pronunciation interactive communication 5 maintains control of a wide range of grammatical forms, in some speaking exams you have to talk about photos or pictures the video and tips below will help you to do really well in this type of speaking exam describe a photo or picture learnenglish teens british council

Speakout Advanced p 15 Commenting on the Pictures Speaking
April 16th, 2019 - Remember that in the speaking task you need to comment on the pictures relating them to the topic And to do that you may need to describe what you see or to speculate about it 1 Say where people and things are in the picture In the top bottom right left hand corner...On the left hand side...On the right left At the top bottom...At the rear...

C2 Proficiency Speaking ESL Lounge Student
April 26th, 2019 - On this page you will find example speaking tests to help you prepare for the Speaking part of the Cambridge C2 Proficiency exam The speaking section is divided into three parts and involves both speaking alone and speaking with another candidate Cambridge C2 Proficiency CPE Speaking Test One Security Jobs

CAE Speaking EngExam info
April 26th, 2019 - CAE Speaking consists of 4 parts and lasts for 15 minutes The exam is usually administered in pairs meaning that you will have a speaking partner a test taker just like you You are assessed by two CAE representatives — one interviewer and one observer There are four speaking assessment criteria each making up to 25 ... Continue reading CAE Speaking

How to succeed in the CAE exam speaking paper London
April 27th, 2019 - How to succeed in the CAE exam speaking paper Possible answer two I like speaking and vocabulary but I find grammar difficult You have one minute to answer two questions about some pictures and then to answer a short question about your partner’s

Revise vocabulary for the CAE Cambridge English Advanced
April 28th, 2019 - Revise phrasal verbs collocations and word formations for the CAE Use of English Part 3 task Revise vocabulary for the CAE Cambridge English Advanced exam Toggle navigation Flo Joe

Useful phrases for speaking paper FCE CAE CPE Sciaga pl
April 29th, 2019 - Useful phrases for speaking paper FCE CAE CPE drukuj poleca 88 All pictures are interesting but gives a stronger idea of It is difficult to tell from a photograph but this picture could have been taken in I might be wrong but I’d say that this picture

IELTS vocabulary practice for the Speaking paper
April 27th, 2019 - Practise IELTS vocabulary for the Speaking exam Each lesson presents topic vocabulary in the context of answers to Part 1 Part 2
Vocabulary to Improve your Writing and Speaking in the CAE
April 21st, 2019 - Vocabulary to Improve your Writing and Speaking in the CAE Exam One of the things which you will be evaluated on in the Writing and Speaking parts of Cambridge Advanced exam is your use of English vocabulary To get a higher mark in these parts you need to use a variety of words and phrases

Vocabulary Used in CAE Exams Blair Exam English
April 27th, 2019 - Vocabulary Used in CAE Exams Need a CAE to go to university in a English speaking country However in the CAE exam the vocabulary will be more advanced and the content of the texts or audio recordings will be less general and more specialised academic in nature e.g. the work life of a zoo keeper the impact of the internet on society

Cambridge English Advanced from 2015 Raphael and Maude
April 15th, 2019 - The Cambridge English Advanced exam has been revised and the updated exam will start being used for exam sessions in January 2015 See what happens in each part of the exam Read more at http

Words and phrases CAE Result Oxford University Press
April 26th, 2019 - Students gt CAE Result gt CAE Result gt Words and phrases Speaking Words and phrases Words and phrases A unit by unit glossary of the key vocabulary from the units with definitions and examples An alphabetical wordlist Exercises to practise the vocabulary Key vocabulary

Useful Vocabulary for Cae Speaking PDF Free Download
April 25th, 2019 - USEFUL VOCABULARY FOR CAE SPEAKING PART 1 I’m speaking English for my own satisfaction my job in order to improve my employment prospects If you want to go ahead these days you need to have a good command of English I always loved the sea

Speakout Advanced p 47 The Environment Extra Speaking
April 19th, 2019 - The Environment Extra Speaking A Have a conversation as natural as possible with a partner about the topic Use the pictures above and the questions below to help you Ready for CAE 47 Ready for CAE U01 24 Ready for CAE U02 29 Ready for CAE U03 21 Ready for CAE U04 18 Vocabulary SB 205 Vocabulary WB 1 will 1 wish 9

Cambridge CAE Speaking Sample Test 1 English Courses
April 26th, 2019 - Access Cambridge CAE Speaking sample test 1 here to help you prepare and succeed in the Cambridge CAE Exam Your success starts at Greenwich English College

www.cambridge.org
November 21st, 2016 - www.cambridge.org
Cambridge FCE and CAE Speaking Part II Vocabulary and Tips
April 28th, 2019 - CISL is proud to have taught intensive Cambridge FCE and CAE exam preparation classes for the last 25 years and is equally proud to be a Cambridge Testing Centre Would you like some Cambridge FCE and CAE Speaking Part II vocabulary and tips Read on for some of our expertise Cambridge FCE and CAE Speaking Part II

Cambridge English Advanced CAE C1 – Speaking Paper
April 28th, 2019 - The Speaking paper is one of the four parts in regular Cambridge English exams In this article I will outline the four different parts of the Speaking Paper for Cambridge English Advanced C1 CAE and you will find a video and sample materials for each of these four parts

Cambridge English First FCE B2 Speaking Test Part 2
April 28th, 2019 - While I have covered a general overview of FCE’s speaking test and Speaking Part 1 I have not dealt with Parts 2 3 and 4 yet Therefore to continue with this important part of Cambridge English First FCE we will now see what candidates are asked to do during FCE’s Speaking Paper Part 2

PAPER 5 SPEAKING University of Exeter
April 29th, 2019 - 62 cae handbook paper 5 speaking – sample paper PAPER 5 SPEAKING Parts 3 and 4 and this is my colleague Interlocutor Good morning afternoon evening My name is First you will each have the same set Of pictures to look at They show people making different kinds Of visits Hand over the same sel of pictures to each candidate

CAE Speaking Test Tips CAE Exam Tips
April 27th, 2019 - CAE SPEAKING TEST PART 4 Part 4 takes the topic from part 3 and extends it While CAE Speaking test part 3 is quite structured you have more freedom in part 4 You can answer questions in a more natural way like you would in everyday conversation However there are some strategies to keep in mind and the questions can be quite challenging

CAE Archives Lesson Plans Digger
April 23rd, 2019 - The aim of this quick activity is to add some fun and challenge to the Speaking part 2 comparing the photos of FCE and CAE exams Students choose useful expressions to use in this activity and are able to see how much they already know Continue Reading …

Useful expressions for the FCE CAE speaking exam Part 2
April 5th, 2019 - Exam Part 2 Tip 1 In the exam the examiner will give one of the candidates two pictures The first thing they will ask the candidate to do is to show the pictures to the other candidate s This means that everyone has seen the pictures and it is therefore perfectly acceptable to say this picture …

Describe a photo or picture LearnEnglish Teens British
April 28th, 2019 - In some speaking exams you have to talk about photos
The video and tips below will help you to do really well in this type of speaking exam. Describe a photo or picture.

FCE amp CAE Speaking useful expressions Flashcards Quizlet
April 4th, 2019 - Start studying FCE amp CAE Speaking useful expressions. Learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.

IELTS Holiday Vocabulary IELTS Speaking
April 28th, 2019 - IELTS Holiday vocabulary. You probably know the meaning of individual words like ‘flight’, ‘tour’, and ‘view’. However, the key to showcasing your advanced English is to show you are able to use these individual words in combination with other words to form set phrases and expressions.

Advanced vocabulary for CAE Memrise
April 24th, 2019 - Advanced vocabulary for CAE. My personal vocabulary list needed for Cambridge Advanced Exam preparation. Welcome to Memrise. Join millions of people who are already learning for free on Memrise. It’s fast, it’s fun, and it’s mind-bogglingly effective.

Speaking2 — CAE Exam Tips
April 25th, 2019 - Speaking2 CAE SPEAKING TEST PART 2. In part two of the Cambridge English Advanced Speaking test, you are given a piece of paper with 3 photos on. The photos are almost always about people. You have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute. Then the examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures.

Vocabulary and Tips for CAE and FCE Speaking Part 3
April 28th, 2019 - Do you know the vocabulary that you need for Part 3 of the CAE or FCE speaking module? Overview of CAE and FCE Speaking Part 3. You and a partner will be given a piece of paper and a task such as deciding which item is most important on a list of items. You will speak for 3 minutes in the CAE Exam and 2 minutes in the FCE Exam.

Advice and guidance for the CAE Speaking paper Flo Joe
April 24th, 2019 - Part 2 of the CAE Speaking test lasts about 4 minutes six minutes for groups of three. Candidate A is passed a set of pictures and has to speak about the pictures without interruption either from the examiner or their partner. When Candidate A has finished the examiner asks Candidate B to answer a brief question about the pictures.

CAE Speaking Phrases – Tim’s Free English Lesson Plans
April 11th, 2019 - CAE Speaking Phrases. Here’s a phrase list for the CAE speaking exam. There are also some speech bubble powerpoints to drill the language in class. Click on each phrase to make it disappear. Drill all the phrases repeatedly taking one out each time until the class can repeat all 5 expressions by heart.
Better CAE Part 2 Speaking Performance english too.com
April 28th, 2019 - How to give a better CAE Part 2 speaking performance
Some tips and suggestions for CAE candidates in order to do this section
of the CAE test Here are your pictures They show photographers in
different situations Tip 1 Use relevant and clear vocabulary For your
chosen photographs identify what you think they are and where they

CAE Speaking Exam Parts 1 and 2 Video Lesson Oxford
April 27th, 2019 - Learn about the CAE speaking exam parts 1 and 2 You
can see what happens in parts 1 2 of the CAE speaking test and how to
improve your CAE speaking score This also allows you to use some more
impressive vocabulary The goal in this section is to compare two pictures
and to speculate about the people in them You have a minute to

Cambridge English Advanced Speaking Sample test with
April 29th, 2019 - Cambridge English Advanced Speaking Sample test
with examiner’s comments This document will help you familiarise
yourself with the Speaking test for Cambridge English Advanced also
known as Certificate in Advanced English CAE It accompanies this video
where you can see Dario from Switzerland and Jackie from Italy take a
Speaking

CAE SPEAKING TEST PART 2 WordPress.com
April 18th, 2019 - CAE SPEAKING TEST PART 2 In part two of the
Cambridge English Advanced Speaking test you are given a piece of
paper with 3 photos on The photos are almost always about people You
have to talk about 2 of the pictures on your own for a minute Then the
examiner will ask the other candidate a question about your pictures Next
the

CAE Speaking Exam Part 2 speculating Lesson Plans Digger
April 19th, 2019 - Students practice for their CAE speaking exam Part 2
paying special attention to speculating about the images I prepared this
activity for my CAE students to help them with part 2 of the speaking exam
so called “long turn” where they are supposed to compare pictures
express their opinion and speculate Students practice the language of
speculating through working with slightly more

CAE Speaking Part 2 Flashcards Quizlet
November 23rd, 2018 - Start studying CAE Speaking Part 2 Learn
vocabulary terms and more with flashcards games and other study tools

CAE Speaking Assessment Vocabulary
April 28th, 2019 - CAE Speaking Assessment Is your vocabulary up to
scratch Today we’ll turn our attention to Vocabulary Resource The CAE
Handbook explains Vocabulary Resource as follows This refers to the
candidate’s ability to use a range of vocabulary to meet task requirements
At CAE level the tasks require candidates to speculate and exchange views
CAE Speaking Success Splendid Speaking
April 29th, 2019 - Get the highest grade possible in your CAE Speaking exam CAE Speaking Success is wonderful for those who have decided to take CAE Exam it will make your studying interesting and productive I am happy to find the course Have the topic vocabulary to respond confidently to the interlocutor’s questions

CAE SPEAKING EXAM – FREE EXAMPLE QUESTIONS – INTERCAMBIO
April 28th, 2019 - cae speaking exam free example questions c1 writing writing an essay for task 1 of the cae exam word patterns and collocations free pdf exercises c1 writing how to write a letter email for task 2 of the cae 110 expressions for key word transformations for the fce b2 and cae c1

Cambridge English Advanced CAE about the Speaking part
April 27th, 2019 - Cambridge English Advanced CAE Speaking about the exam The examiner gives you some pictures and a task to do You have to talk with the other candidate and make a decision Lexical resource have you used a range of vocabulary Discourse management have you participated effectively in the conversations and discussions

Tag CAE CAE – Tim’s Free English Lesson Plans
April 25th, 2019 - cae speaking part 2 teachers notes cae part 2 pictures cae speaking part 2 student handout 1 Audio Files Teacher’s Notes First Attempt Choose a set of part 2 pictures from your text book put students in pairs and have them record themselves comparing two of the pictures for a minute Give students no guidance as to the language they

PAPER 5 SPEAKING englishservice cz
April 28th, 2019 - PAPER 5 SPEAKING General Description Paper Format The CAE Speaking Test is designed to offer candidates the They should be encouraged to react to pictures and diagrams etc rather than merely describe them using speculative or hypothetical language whenever possible

CAE Speaking Exam How to Do Parts 1 2 of the CAE Speaking Test
April 22nd, 2019 - How to develop your ideas in part one of the CAE speaking exam How to prepare for part one so that you can use a better range of English vocabulary How to compare and speculate in part two

CAE Speaking Part 2 Long turn teacher’s notes
April 23rd, 2019 - CAE Speaking Part 2 Long turn teacher’s notes Description In this activity students familiarise themselves with the format and instructions for Part 2 of the CAE Speaking test They can then practise doing a Part 2 task Time required

IELTS Speaking vocabulary by topics IELTS up
April 27th, 2019 - IELTS Speaking Vocabulary Here you can find IELTS speaking vocabulary for different topics you can face on IELTS Speaking
Each word or phrase is followed by an example of its usage. Learn this advanced vocabulary and use it to gain more points on IELTS Speaking. You will enrich your English with uncommon lexical items, idioms, and useful grammar.

Teaching and Learning English FCE SPEAKING PART 2
April 19th, 2019 - FCE SPEAKING PART 2 COMPARING PICTURES
Barcelona zoo 2009 Giant in an unexpected sleeping position
2012 Both pictures show animals. The animals in the pictures belong to the same species. Full of new vocabulary and grammar. You deserve a huge bravo for writing the comment and for including wonderful ideas in it.

IELTS Reading Practice Test 11 Printable EngExam info
April 24th, 2019 - Answer Keys Reading Passage 1 Questions 1-13
It's raining cats and ... Since the ancient times people marvelled at the fact that cats always manage to land on all four paws no matter the height they fall from. It took scientists a considerable amount of research to explain this phenomenon. Only with the advancement of ... Continue reading IELTS Reading Practice Test 11 Printable

C1 Grammatical Resource Lexical Resource Discourse
April 19th, 2019 - Cambridge English Advanced CAE Speaking Examiners use a more detailed version of the following Assessment Scale extracted from the overall Speaking scales on page 42: C1 Grammatical Resource Lexical Resource Discourse Management Pronunciation Interactive Communication
5 • Maintains control of a wide range of grammatical forms.

Describe a photo or picture LearnEnglish Teens British
April 27th, 2019 - In some speaking exams, you have to talk about photos or pictures. The video and tips below will help you to do really well in this type of speaking exam. Describe a photo or picture LearnEnglish Teens British Council
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